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Skye Addison
Skye Addison is a queer writer and nomad. You can find them
exploring woods and new neighborhoods, lighting dim fires with
strangers and on twitter @axolotlwaddle.

Thor on the docks
six pints in, mane flowing dirty and course
as the ocean, Oden’s boats opening,
a long trawl from the west and in he dives,
wearing salt and detritus like clothing,
the trawling corners find him, mesh embeds
new tattoos, twisting around his wrists
as he tugs the captured sea to his chest
and swims up until he feels resistance.
An eel, frantic and flailing, meets his eyes
and slaps along the length of his body
spinning towards the surface, they knot pairwise,
struggling, twisting in fish to be free
Thor bursts through the surface of the water
and the eel’s tail slap slap slaps him to shore

MOTHERLAND & MURDERED PLAN
i.
I once had a dream to have world
at my fingertips at twenties
so I could diminish difficulties
like I solve mathematical problems.
ii.
I wanted to become a doctor,
maybe someday I’d stop mosquitoes
from doling malaria to Africans
at the expense of their blood.
iii.
Or a lawyer that’d protect human rights
as eyebrows collaborate with eyelids
to defend the eyeballs from front attack.
iv.
Time goes by &amp; I realise that my motherland
is a jungle where dreams fade in the thin air,
hunger kills faster than the mosquitoes,
rights become expensive for poor to purchase
& we pray to die in peace if we can’t live in peace.

The Days I Want To Relive
I got catapulted by the burdened responsibilities
of manhood to the days of honeyed infancy.
Then I saw my young self swimming in the
ocean of mama’s sympathy. Her hand—
just what the doctor ordered—would caress
my flexible back till my innocent eyes
drive my pigs to market. Or her milky milk
that I had lost the memory of its taste in
the process of growing teeth & beard & mustache.
I had no thorn in the flesh in mama’s custody
& my peace of mind had not been murdered.
I saw the real smile of joy written boldly on papa’s face
after buying the yummy candy I yearned for
with his last Kobo. Then I saw my young self again
playing tinko tinko games with other kids
under the watchful eyes of a full moon.
Boom! Time flies. Nothing lasts forever.
Not even the bygone days that hand me over
to maturity and the Gordian knot it brings.

Simon Alderwick
Simon Alderwick lives in Wales. His poems have recently appeared
in Ink Sweat & Tears, Feral, Dust and Black Flowers, among
others. simonalderwick.wordpress.com

Prolific
shaken from his dreams
the boot of god
against ribcage
calls : wake up
from a night of eating spiders
now spin webs
in the space between ears
cotton paintings, threaded faces
each one a soul
it’s his job to tell their stories
he then casts aside
forgotten as the ink dries
scattered leaves, crimson, gold
when he’s cold, he sets them
in piles, strikes them aflame
eyes glow as spirits burn
picking up his lute or flute or congas
he drives his neighbours mad
dances to the tune of
their anguish

Claire Basarich
Claire Basarich is a French-American dual national, writer, editor
and translator based in Sheffield.
Her work in French, Spanish and English has been published
in Barcelona Ink, El Libro Rojo, 5 by Five Writers, The Blue Nib, Tiny Seed
Journal, and Now Then Magazine, among others. Her poetry has been
longlisted for the Rialto Nature & Place Prize 2017 and the Live
Canon 2018 & 2019 International Poetry Competitions, and her short
story “Underground” was shortlisted for the Eyelands 8th Short Story
Competition 2018 and performed on 'Sheffield Live!' Radio (2017).
She has read original work at events like the
Barcelona Poetry Brothel, WordLife, Sheffield Poem-athon for asylum seekers, the Off the Shelf Literary Festival, and the
Bowery Poetry Club in NYC.

Fossil
A manatee-back grey
dense oblong,
imperfect on inspection.
Turning your weight
I see you are indeed
pockmarked in miniscule stars
and fissured, showing me
your quiet layers. This
is why I took you home.
Your face tells me where
you broke down
when you were shattered.
Tell me all about these molluscs
whose clusters clung on
smooth and cold, eternal fellows
their half-moon ridge repeating.
Now where remnants barely cleave
and flake translucent as fingernails.
You’ve hung on imprinted
for how long, eons?
But my touch is what ends it.

I can imagine you all those years
buried in the rough sand
dreaming of salt, and my hands.

Crocodile
In the middle of the night
I am being hunted by a crocodile.
The giant suitcase of a beast
follows me with glowing slits.
It wants to snap me in two.
Crocodile was my mother’s
nickname at school,
croquer means to bite and
my mother is Odile.
They also called her Sainte Odile.
A saint, a martyr
eaten by a croc, that sneaky meat seeker.
But I don’t want to be a saint.
I want to dare my smiling face to crack,
the beatific wingtips of it slicing down.
To feel the freedom in its beating.
But I am the cell of the cell of the cell,
the fruit of her womb
a tiny love prison you can only escape
by crunching hard enough.
I am hers, I am her, I hurt.
My own womb which crushes me monthly
reminds me where I am.

The seed of the fruit, releasing holy oil
anointing the bloody bayou of my bed.

Charm for a quail’s egg
First, examine it closely, its speckled face
Then say the words:
Coturnix Coturnix Phasianidae
Now make a bed of your lips
to gently hold it.
Its shape to be nurtured, shape of
all life death and possibility.
The clara the egg’s clear surrounding.
Blood is the orange yema, emulsive yolk
binds together, brings clarity
revelation, repairs wounds.
In your mouth, one side faces light.
The other, inner dark.
Do not crush the egg or swallow it snake-like.
Be in this space
between acceptance, rejection.
One shell’s breadth from your stopped breath.
One crack from destruction
or nourishment,
a fine feather separation.

I regard this object outside myself:
at what point is it me
who is nurturing?
Now, say its name again:
Coturnix Coturnix Phasianidae
(its call means wet my lips)
Are you breathing now
hungry, trembling.
Is your saliva activated?
Try to say it now
without breaking.

Alison Campbell
Alison Campbell, from Aberdeen, now lives in London. She has
poems in various
publications including Artemis, The Poetry Village, Indigo Dreams,
London Grip, Green Ink, Quince and Pennine Platform. She was
shortlisted in the Cinnamon Press pamphlet competition 2021.
Twitter: Alison Campbell @alisonhaspoems

Why, sometimes I’ve believed six impossible things before breakfast
In bed, an hour away from first light,
it waits – this miasma of things past –
plays fierce atonic bells.
People tumble past my inner eye,
in newly-skewed lives that don’t fit.
My neighbour, June, seventy-four,
in her wheelchair yesterday,
strides in a maternity smock, waves.
Kim, who swears she’d career into cars
if let loose behind a wheel, flourishes
her licence, chucks the L plates.
All the exes – millstones – become rocks.
The radio-alarm pulses.
Sun flickers through the curtain gap
I start awake, untangle legs from hot sheets,
At least Kim didn’t crash, I think –
rise to claim the day. Still, I’ll look later,
just to check if there’s a Silver Cross pram
parked outside June’s door.
Title is a quote from Alice in Wonderland

When the Shopkeeper had an Attic
she kept all her old stock there.
Luckily, it wasn’t much,
mostly multipack baked beans,
thirty-six per box. She stacked them
by the overflow tank, used the far end
for her apples, each half-nestled
in old newspaper, to keep
from cross-contamination.
Sometimes she liked to climb up
sit unannounced, smell the air leaking
from the tiny skylight, moonbeams blinking
on the metal tin-tops,
polishing the russets to a slatey sheen.
She leans her back on the cold-water pipe,
feels a tremor as someone downstairs
runs a tap. She listens, wonders
if it’s a customer, using the staff toilet
giving hands an extra wash,
remembers, then, it is 3 a.m.

Lauren Cassidy
Lauren Anne Cassidy studied for her undergraduate degree in English
and History, and Masters in English at the University of Limerick.
She is currently pursuing a PhD at University College Dublin,
analysing mythological motifs and queer representation in
contemporary Irish feminist novels.
Although she spends the majority of her time analysing texts by other
authors in an academic context, Lauren is also deeply passionate
about her own creative writing. Her poetry can be found in Hecate
Magazine: Vol. II, Hecate BIRTH anthology, Small Leaf Press’
upcoming Jaden: Issue 2, and Tír na nÓg magazine: Issue 1.
You can find her on twitter @Laure_Cassidy

Gaoth [feminine noun]
Fadó fadó - there was a woman in the woods, who ate nothing but parsnips
and raised a fist to the heavens when it rained
with foresight in her pocket; prophesies like loose change
and wisdom knotted in her split-ends, like a ragged rhapsody - that she misplaced every
second day
but by prosody alone remained
And she was jealous of the wind that whistled melodies to soothe the night; that comforted
willows in their youth; moved through all time in its single gesture of flight
For her torn-out tongue still flaps like a fish out of water
on the lips of ocean-like memory, drawn back like the tide on a high moon
or a hand from the heat
as though she - the Salmon of Knowledge itself

But crones know too much
and scorch the earth
before others can take a bite
What was my point again?

Oh yes
Fadó fadó – as the Fir Bolg first feasted
on moss and stone, mountains and monoliths, soil and her secrets
there was a girl with knocked knees; bruises like constellations collected upon her long-spun
tapestry
who looked like the Rowan and swayed a little out of beat
like those tempest scorched trees, hidden deep – just catching the scent of salt-spray and
selkies
She went a little feral
and rose three times
battling giants, shifting shape with the lunar waves, and conjuring death like an old, fond
lover to her bed – time and time again
But what was my point again?

Fadó fadó – or not so long ago
they said that our witches had all burned, our goddesses dead, the breeze only something to
raise our face against
But we testify now
that those things they tried to bury make waves in our dreams
The ash of unmarked graves not at all like scorched earth
but rising still - whistles like a planet’s rings – or a tempest slowly gathering
with foresight in our pockets; hindsight in our quivers; more and more voices to join our
chorus

Bhí an ghaoth ag labhairt fadó
ach tá an ghaoth ag labhairt anois
and louder still – as we gather impetus

Set in Stone
But the truth is she was not death
No, she began as most of us do
And when she grew, it was on an island surrounded by the whispers of an ocean, raging for
the souls it could eat but never emulate; it was with the tremor of the plates beneath her feet,
shifting always to contort its face; it was betwixt spirits in trees who moved their limbs
amongst the leaves in a gesture called breeze, keening for bodies that can be sliced and
touched and soothed and loved and left; it was in the arms of a mother who taught her about
heat, the embers of love still glowing like the colour of eyes long after you have dropped your
gaze – the echo of the glance like a piece of flint sealed in its flash across memory
And when she grew, it was into an island – as she skimmed a stone along the sea and
imagined a monolith onto which she could build things, and then instead, became that
monolith herself
And she whispered to serpents from corners besieged by war and plague and loss – and gave
them a home in her hair, wrapped around tendrils like sisters’ fingers entwined, stoic-like
against the world; as though songs plaited with memory, passed down like heirlooms in
skulls the shape of curved palms – outstretched; as though flames that keep each other alight
when night comes and seasons change and lips surround, speaking blasphemes and pursed to
kill
And of course, as sisters do – they told her secrets; their tongues forked, wicked catalysts that
pulled from the depths – wastelands of word-like siren strings and prosody like a boat on an
azure beat
And when she wandered it was in pursuit of beauty gestated between nature – and us. When
she let her gaze fall, it was forever on one form, carved into the debris of that wild ocean,
those whimpering plates, her olive trees with branches like arms, reaching towards heaven
for a hand to hold and help them up
She cast her eyes on her kingdom, and like a kiss broke gravity, time, distance and physics
The air laced now still with the sound of stone flesh first flexed – just like the crack of bone;
the sizzle of porcelain on pyre; the scream of breath drawn from dry, dust lips. The moment
of birth is painful. It’s why we choose to forget
Her eyes upon their supple rock like a mother’s voice, coaxing
The truth is her power was never death, but flint scratched against monolith
And when she touched her with that look – the Venus de Milo split and became Aphrodite
herself. In Athena’s temple they wove like snakes into the shape of infinity, and found in the
columns of their arms; the shrine of their arched backs; the worship of their knees at each
other’s altars, their own kind of eternity
And when Poseidon found them still in the twilight of their blush, he ripped one’s arms from
body, and watched as she congealed and set once more in stone. Then murdered Medusa too,

scattered the serpents, quietened the inferno within, sealed her eyes in a jar, and set her story
in stone
But the only way to reclaim is to re-tread; the only way to revive is to breathe again; the only
way to spark a flame is magic; magic is only the way you look at the world

she says the house is haunted, but none more spectral than she
i built this house from promises shaped like dandelion seeds on breeze
the horizon like a heartbeat
its thump in the night as though a knock on a door and inflection like a beckon in
left swinging now on hinges as cold air rushes past
as though a sigh at the moment of departure

out here, constellations like braille i cannot touch
lines on palms – prophesies that touch cannot read
i dream of hearth and stone, aglow
i dream of flesh warmed, and words like butter on gilded tongue, and the feel of sweat, slight
– sliding down my back like a second skin, growing; or like a second baptism, washing all
away; or like spirit seeping from flesh – quietly at first and then frenzied all at once
i did not burn it down behind me
it lies somewhere, still - steeped in moss, adorned by ivy, weeping raindrops
sunken low in the exhale of the Earth
and memories like osmosis, osmosis like ghosts, ghosts almost like the shape of moments
slipping by – the chill as they graze your shoulder like the distillation of an echo
so, i live in the story now
woven by hands on air; words passed like heirlooms, along; secrets whispered alone at dawn;
deserts of sand-spun conjurings kicked free before feet give out

i can never go home
it is not a place

and houses are only haunted because we lived there once
we only haunt because the past is never passed
i return each night to make sense of day

Christina Ciufo
Christina Ciufo is a passionate writer in poetry, short stories, flash
fictions, fables, and completing her first novel. At a very young age,
she always had a passion for writing stories and poems, specifically in
fairytales, folklore, supernatural, and horror. She has numerously
appeared in literary magazines including Spillwords, Ovunque Siamo,
Nymphs, Truly Review, Mookychick, Moonchild Magazine, Crêpe & Penn,
Cauldron Anthology, dream walking, Selcouth Station Magazine,The Wild
Literary Magazine, Speculate This Magazine, Poetically Magazine,
Analogies & Allegories Literary Magazine, The Clay Literary Magazine, ReSide and Dwelling Literary Magazine.

Witches Hands
Around the cauldron’s
black rim, her hands,
like a specter’s hands,
are transparent, insipid, and taciturn.
Thyme, foxglove,
sage, angelica, and feverfew,
pressed and caressed
against her palms –
aroma trinkles
down from her fingers,
caressing the smoke’s grey
skin, and into the boiling cauldron.
Her fingers flickers and ignites
scarlet-orange flames
from their tips,
and in silence,
recites her incantation
over the lilac-rosy potion,
elucidating enchantment.

Maidens of Annwfn
Dinefwr Castle is archaic, morose,
and inscrutable. Disembodied voices,
melecolony, staid,
and nebulous, from the hilltops,
echoing Gaelic chant.
Fog rolls onto the castle revealing nine young women,
alluring, numinous, and aberrant.
Faces, courtly and tenuous,
are pallid and impeccable,
conjuring their elfin nature.
Eyes as ochroid
as a leprechaun’s coins
seeping from a cauldron
illuminates unearthly plenitude
and artfulness.
Ebony hair weaved
with golden-green threads
as elongate as a queen’s veil,
osculates and hales their cordialness
and immaculacy.
Each woman side by side,
stands around the cauldron
in a ritualistic circle –
their voices, seductive and thaumaturgy,
igniting green-black flames,
by their perpetual beauty
and immaculacy ensorcellment
within Dinefwr Castle’s pewter walls.

Nikki Dudley
Nikki is managing editor of streetcake magazine and also runs the
streetcake writing prize and MumWrite. She has a chapbook and
collection with KFS. She is the winner of the Virginia Prize 2020 and
her second novel, Volta was published in May 2021. Her website
is: nikkidudleywriter.com or you can find her on twitter:
@nikkidudley20

Unapproved script

Janet Hatherley
Janet Hatherley lives in London and is a special needs teacher. She
has poems published in several magazines including The Interpreter’s
House, Under the Radar, Stand, Coast to coast to coast, Brittle Star, Spelt,
Green Ink and Dust and was shortlisted in Coast to Coast to Coast’s
portfolio competition, 2020. @JanHatherley

Izecksohn’s treefrog

Last seen in a temporary pond
a tiny brown frog

Discovered in 1959
it’s a long time
in ten square kilometres
near Botucatu

since one was spotted

The very last one will blend
with the bark of a tree

Found on forest leaf-litter
by running streams

yellow eyes black-rimmed

un

blinking

it breeds in a hurry
spawn turning to tadpoles
which grow legs
lose tails and leave before the water dries up

Threatened by the spread of housing
small-holders and ranchers

one toe after the other
carries its wisdom
lightly

its mark trampled

by many hooves

Leila Howl
Leila Howl writes and runs a gaming store in the West Midlands. Her
poetry can be found in Poetry Birmingham Literary Journal and
upcoming at The Babel Tower Notice Board and Under the Radar.
She reviews and edits science-based poetry at Consilience Journal and
is on Twitter at @lkhowl_writing.

Gaze
Follow the path:
step
stone
by
stone,
blend the strata of history
beneath a well-washed fingertip.
The future holds
your cold arms
like a thrice-wrapped scarf,
blowing
all
directions
but
away.
Sing a harmony of names
to the night wind:
strum lyres,
chase bears,
measure
the breath
and bend
of
electromagnetic blinks.
Morse code,
some may say,

as if the stars could talk
as if they could ever not.

Thin walls and broken echoes
i.
spring yields tight, juiceless fruits of winters
past clung to squally branches
that chip code into the broken greenhouse glass
••
•—— •— —• —
— • — — — — — •• —
ii.
June’s rain came to wash the flies from well-rotted nests
to feed fat slugs, satiated and drunk on fermented fruit
on Saturday night orgies on abandoned cat food
trails of silver run to rivulets spattered
faerie footsteps along erratic paths
from quince cup to abandoned spade.
the fruit sleeps
– a curved, unresponsive green –
to wake one morning, red and wielding
a temptation it did not foresee.
iii.
I read you through parched walls
lips whetted on ink and nib,
waiting
for your accents to shiver in slow peeling peaks.
Cheap orgasms are nothing
to lust lapped from the saucer of years:
weeks dallied across distrustful planes,
nights caught between exhaustion and sweet herb
meditations. So desolate
they wake me from my doze and damp
sonnets prickle forbidden fingers across each forgotten nerve.

Isabella Melians
Isabella Melians (she/her) is a sophomore attending school in south
Florida. She is the vice president of her school's writing club, "The
Writer's Circle", and has been published or is forthcoming in Rasa
Review, Fever Dreams, K’in Literary Journal, Spillover Magazine, Ice Lolly
Review, NonBinary Review and other reviewers. She is also a poetry
editor with Outlander Zine. Insta: @isabellam_04.

Death in a Foreigner’s Tongue
(first published in Ice Lolly Review)
I. Él sana a los que tienen el corazón roto y venda sus heridas
(Psalm 147: 3)
Their locutions flit over my head, like a murder of crows
fleeing a foggy sunrise in the east. Mother told me to smile
and nod, to force puddles of sunlight into my gingerbread eyes. Monochrome people
hover on tiled floors, fingers fumbling against sterling silver wrists. I study the way
their fingernails catch on dull moissanite rings, handed to them by the papaya brushed remnants of
their ancestors. I wonder if they were baptized in the murky water
of chipped bathtubs. Father raised me to be a good Roman Catholic, to hold hands with
the boy that smelled like gasoline during Communion, to hold back
bile as I kissed him during the wedding. Fragmented light dips into concave chests,
nestling against floral perfume. I peer at the wilted flowers sighing against stiff wallsasters, bluebells, and carnationsin a deadened glory that clings to life like ticks burrowed in a mangy dog.

II. Mi carne y mi corazón pueden desfallecer, pero Dios es la fuerza de mi corazón
y mi porción para siempre.
(Psalm 73:26)
Mascara smudges transform into abstract paintings on tear-stained cheeks, birthing
a child to waltz across anguish-stricken skin. She leaps from
freckle to freckle, wobbling on tippy-toes painted with matte aegean polish. I
swipe my thumb across her face, watching her dissipate beneath my
fingertip. Caskets of walnut wood
conjugate in a silent vigil. Within my mind’s eye, I can clearly
picture the dead conversing with each other in hushed whispers. “Did
you believe their lies too?,” the elders would ask. Undecayed
jaws sighed, “Yes, they told the same stories.” Phantom
hands caressed my jaw, gliding beneath and tilting
2

it upwards and towards firmaments of an unforgiving and
disquieting god. Oh, how I covet to join Him.

III. Jesús le dijo: “Yo soy la resurrección y la vida."
(John 11:25-26)
Hearts of sanguine blood strain against suffocating ribs; pomegranate veins
strain against sweaty palms as they shove roses against brass handles. The
clicking of heels decrescendos and crescendos as they deposit
their flowers and scurry back. One steps, two steps, three steps,
I am pulled forward by the roots of my hair. I stand before him and
his stale air. Should I feel remorse? Should I pray for his day of heavenly
resurrection? Reluctant hymns drip from chapped
lips, the same lips that so greedily drank prayers from their mother’s teat.
I am an intruder within
these people, an imposter coated in vermillion lipstick. I kiss the top of his
forehead, dusting brunette hair away from his pasty, rubbery skin. He
still smells like gasoline.

North: Haiku Series
(First published in The Weight Journal)
Left church, three-thirty:
a rabbit in the outskirts.
Say goodbye to Grace.
Seeds buried between
heartbeats. Twenty beats, ten seeds.
Sew them into soil.
Tomato season
carried on armadillos’
backs; Father knew best.
Deer fell as men stepped.
Thrones of moss and oak have no
love for rubber boots.
Dawn breathed a new lifeenvelope these sinking shells
and vacant corpses.
Outside this cabin,
legacy of decay; burn
what can’t be buried.
Churned Orion’s sky.
An unkindness of ravens
laughed at balding doves.
Seraph, an angel,
bathed me in this divine light
(as holy as snakes)

Benjamin Adair
Murphy
Benjamin Adair Murphy writes blues and country songs. His last
album 'Let’s Make a King' was named one of the best albums of 2020
by multiple publications. His poetry and lyrics have been published
in Headline Poetry and Press, Fevers of the Mind, Lothlorien Poetry
Journal, The Good Ear Review, Ophelia Street, and others. His plays
have been performed in New York, Boston, and Chicago. He lives in
Mexico City.

Stupid Followed Evil
(song lyrics)
Well, Evil said to Stupid
You look like you could use a friend
And Stupid said, that’s great
I ain't had me one of them
Then stupid said to Evil
How does this friendship work?
And Evil said, it’s easy
You just stick your head down in the dirt
So stupid dug a hole
And stuck his head down in the sand
And Evil had free reign
To carry out his wicked plans
Well, Evil saw that Stupid was truly stupid
And he had time
To tear the world apart
And split the people into tribes
He said that war can have a winner
And that greed is not a sin
And a man can judge another man
By the color if his skin
And all the while Stupid sat
With his head down in the sand
Thinking, gee well ain't it nice
To have a friend around
Well, Stupid opened his eyes one day
And saw that he'd been tricked
The rich had all grown richer
While the poor all took a hit
His friends were all in jail
And he'd lost all of his rights
The people were divided
And the earth wasn't fit for life

And he wanted just to go back
But by then it was too late
Because Stupid followed Evil
And there was nowhere to escape
Yes, Stupid followed Evil
And there was nowhere to escape

Alex Phuong
Alex Andy Phuong (He/Him/His) earned his Bachelor of Arts in
English from California State University—Los Angeles. Emma Stone
inspired Alex to write passionately after watching her Oscar-winning
performance in La La Land. He now writes hoping to inspire the ones
who dream. Alex Andy Phuong ENGL 492 Playlist "Memory,
Music, and Me"

Resisting Arrest
(Firstly published in Moonstone Arts Center – Philadelphia Says: Haiku in
February 2018)
Uniting uniformed unity
You and I defy the sky
Team work and collaboration
Up to personal discretion
Civil Rights
Civility
Minorities against majorities
Stick to the status quo
But should we...?
Really?
Defy thy stars
And seek new avenues
Harness the power of creativity
And merge sense with sensibility
"Utopia" was conceived by Thomas More
But all must still must strive for more
For he was A Man for All Seasons
Arrests might be criminal
But people cannot be subliminal
If they want to break free
Listen to words of wisdom from me
“Know thyself, be thyself, harmoniously”

Reverence
(Previously published by Other Worldly Women Press and featured during the
week of 3/23/20)
Never forget ancestry
Honor the past rather than dwell on it
Reverent
Fear not the revenant
Be Magnificent instead of malevolent
Don’t hate; celebrate!
Remember respect
Especially self-respect

Dan Pounds
Dan Pounds is a working-class poet and artist interested in
Neo-Marxism. Controversially, he also listens to classical music - from
Sainte-Columbe (who added a low 7th string to the viola da gamba) to
the beautiful melancholy of Federico Mompou. He also loves the
electronic music of Daphne Oram. He lives 112 miles north-east of
London Village.

Ricky Rivers Jr
Rickey Rivers Jr was born and raised in Alabama. He is a writer and
cancer survivor. His work has appeared in The Gray Sisters, JJ Outre
Review, Stellium Literary Magazine (among other publications).
Interactive fiction: https://rrj.itch.io/notable-neighborhoodgarbage Twitter.com/storiesyoumight Mini chap books are available
here: https://payhip.com/StoriesYouMightLike

Distant Spell
Traveler, at the moment you are distant
That can change
I appoint, no, tell a path, a spell onto you
It will bring direction
Mental stimulation of senses, a path made clear
You will use your ship
You will pass those stars and surrender yourself
This truth has not yet made itself clear
You will know once you've left home
You will know once you've boarded your craft
Sooner than thought
My guest, oh yes, you'll bless the eyes
A path made clear, your home to here
Embarkation from your soul's vacation

Sapling Scabs
Can't let the painful define you
You are more than that
Those physical, mental, emotional scars: also scab and itch
They blend into skin, a part of you, not the whole, a miniature tree
Pull back, there's a forest to see
Healthy, lavish, untouched by the flames, you grow so much
Day by day you change
Beauty beheld by others
You are not the ash
You've become much more, fluid and free
The falling leaves are scabs of the past

Julie Sampson
Julie Sampson edited Lady Mary Chudleigh’s Selected Poems, 2009
(Shearsman Books) and a poetry collection, Tessitura, was published
by Shearsman, in 2014. The pamphlet It Was When It Was When It
Was was published by Dempsey & Windle, in 2018 andSampson's
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Field Workings – Lydcott, Sampford Courtenay

Lavinia left
orchids scenting
windswept memory
over Blackamoor

You skirt the hedge
along the railway track
hop over curlews’ eggs
in Woodhayes Copse
nests hidden in dips of sedge & moss

birds rise
coorli coorli
oscillating grass in linhay field’s breeze

…skirting the bog keep right of the hedge & cross the field to the lane

Field Workings – Christow church

A poem will take itself from
Greenlands

away and over the
gate of a church path
toward open air
where found wandering within the nearing night field
Elizabeth

-

whose men
rooted her
in & under Devon earth
(but was left bereft) –

gazes up from her field of vision
in the dark’s future arc of milky stars
reading our sorrowful fate she doubts
she will be a good ancestor

… the lichen Caloplaca at Christow, on the wall by the church gate

Found Flowers - Lady’s Bedstraw
Lydcott hedge

our connection

was the silence of wild flowers
runes
hidden in the
well of
sounding-ground she’d
gathered years before i arrived
mother loved her botany
told of blossoms picked
from Lydcott’s
hedges meadows woods
a light press of petals & stems
on tissue between pages in her flower book
later
when their destiny was
sealed she’d label them
flower-book became keepsake sacred
treasure for deserted love
‘maydens did wear silken callis to keep in order their hayre made yellow with dye’
W.T Fernie

Red Clover, grass and Herb Robert
(From Devon sites)

… in years to come another cousin someone
borrowed
kept them
cloistered inside the book
stored on a dark shelf in a strange attic
not far from coast
until flowers faded
& her grandmother Charlotte’s memory lost
in the shrivelled dark
stuffed between antiques
cobwebs moths & dust
disturbed
a mother smothered her little one
laid her swaddled in a nested place
back of darkest boxhigh under sky & eaves

Herb Robert lover of shady corners, nooks, woods & rocks
(Robert Macfarlane)

Found Flowers - Enchanter’s Nightshade
(South Hams)

found along the hidden track over
remapping pathways &
ancient fields
little candle flowers
waving butterflies
consulting our Book of Wildflowers
at the table we turn a new
leaf
thumb pages (once cherished
dogeared corners)
lay them carefully on the empty sheets
a name
Enchanter’s Nightshade
d
e
a
d
like the women in the underland
their fate sealed

growth in obscure & darke places, about dung-hills
& untoiled grounds by path-waies’ John Gerard

J.P Seabright
J.P Seabright is a queer writer living in London. Their work can be
found in Babel Tower Notice Board, Fugitives &
Futurists, Streetcake, Beir Bua and elsewhere.
They are Assistant Editor for Full House Lit Mag, with a focus on
experimental writing submissions, and can be found on
Twitter @errormessage.
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Two Poems from Fragments from Before the Fall

[Weather]
Snow falls over the city
flakes of dust
Skin of others’ lives and mothers’ love
Snow falls like a blessing
like forgiveness
Shavings of bone and blood
We open our hands to receive anointment
We open our mouths too
for some
small
semblance
of
sustenance
We are all hungry now

[After Words]

Marauding hordes of locusts
burning rivers of rain
birds drop from the sky
the seas rise, the land dies
Like the bible, someone said
like the plague, another
it is the end times, say others
Correction, it was.
This is after
Time

Anna Shelton
Anna Shelton is a teacher, writer and editor currently living in
lockdown with three lively boys. Her poem, ‘Black Fen’ inspired her
first-ever folk song, which was published in June 2021 in the North
Cambridge Folk Project songbook.
You can find her on Instagram:
@AnnaSheltonWrites and Twitter:
@annavshelton

Swim Selkie Swim
roll over under the waves
dive beneath the curling surf
as white foam horses thrash on the rocks
my fishing boat still moored in the dock

sing me to
sleep
lure me
to love
you

I see your sea-green eyes transform at dusk
you slip out the door
I watch you walk along the shore on clumsy land-legs and flat-footed feet
you stumble over the slippery stones
roll your head, stretch arms, prepare your briney bones
unwrap your sealskin
trap your human form within
and don’t look back

feet

now
fins
fingers

now flippers
water welcomes
you home; I creep
out from behind my
hiding place to wave
you farewell
you slide inside
the swell
swim
s e l k i e
the bright fullness of the moon

s w i m

falls onto the sea, and on the surface a rippling disc of white
you were always restless at night
I wait
until you emerge, rising from the deep, raising your smooth speckled head
I will miss you in our bed
oh sing me to sleep S e l k i e

lure me to love you

your
beautiful
black

eyes

blink

brown eyelashes wink
at me, nostrils close
then flare
one last lungful
of human air, before
you flip tail up and dip
your face under, your long lithe
body undulates; you leave me here and
so I
your
what I
song, the

wait. I’m sorry I stole your silken pelt, ignored
cries; how strongly I felt I needed you;

I know

did was wrong, but you ensnared me with

your siren

moment I watched your midsummer dance

I snatched

your skin to have a chance of a life lived loving a girl like

you, I

treasured our time; I thought you knew that
I’d let you leave if ever you asked to go, I
assumed your silence was not a ‘No’
You stayed; I see now my role
was not fisherman, husband
or sailor but never
believed I was really
your jailor, so this
evening I unpacked
your smooth

soft coat, left

it on the table

with one last

love note: a sorry

for years kept

away from your kin,

all those months

you missed in your

selkie-skin, and a

wish for forgiveness;
so I stand on the shore

all these words too late
and

I wait.

I wait.

Woodbine
climbing
red creeper
leaves

the colour

of wine

a wall of

flaming

woodbine

soon as I learn your

name

smoking Wild Woodbines

in

the

on soldier’s rations, filling up his

lungs with

I think of Grandpa
war
tar;

unfiltered cigarettes free
Grape Ivy, Boston vine, tendrils

with twining tips, so by the time

I knew him, aged 8 or 9, he’d be

coughing up blood in his hankie

Virginia Creeper, Quinquefolia; his

eyes would smile then suddenly

- stop -

I miss his kindness, his funny face,

the branches link to bronchioles

alveoli blacken, chest heaves with

a hacking cough, the leaves drop,

long stalks like strawberry laces

litter the ground with pick-a-sticks

he had the most amazing grin
can irritate the skin
handkerchief
remember
about

reach for the oxygen;

berries highly toxic, the sap
but bloodspots on his
are what I
most
him.

‘I Stand Here Ironing’ Poem Series
Inspired by Tillie Olsen’s 1961 short story.
I
stand
here ironing
when I really want
to sit down, tormented
thoughts move back and forth
wish I could press the hot metal to
my head, smooth over my frown lines
iron out the kinks, the crow’s feet, wrinkled
skin from years of motherhood; worrying
has turned my hair to grey, dull, stripped of life
Do I think I’ve done enough? No.
Exhausted for a decade but my house is still a mess
I gave my kids my all, I nursed them all despite the
agony, put their needs before my own, fed them
when I should have slept, but did I do my best? No.
Firm but fair I tried, iron fisted, ham fisted,
attempting to succeed where my parents
placed their scars, where I was burnt
I needed help, depressed, cracked
under
all
the
pressure;
now
I
let
off
steam
with
words.

Kelli Simpson
Kelli Simpson is a mother and writer living in Norman,
Oklahoma. Her work has appeared in Lamplit Underground, Coastal
Shelf, Dreams Walking, and elsewhere.

Dear One
for my transgender son in the (be)coming years
Dear One,
You were knit natural in the womb a Gemini
constellation
of bones and blood,
blessed
with the twin fullness
of creation,
born good, but, perhaps,
more at home
in the stars.
Dear One, this earthly life is hard unforgiving
as a mother
is unforgiving
of herself.
Hard
and unrelenting
in its condemnation
of any liberation
of the mind.
You are not made of common clay
for common hands
to trifle with.
You are not a collection of breaths
for others to spend
kindling fires
and burning time.
You are not even mine
to cage with my smothering love.
But, Dear One, listen
to my words;
hide them in
in your heart;

hear them
in the dark days.
Stay natural, Dear One,
natural as you were first knit
of strong stuff and star stuff
in the world of my womb.
Find your tribe, Dear One.
Find a girl.
Fall in love.
Naturally.
And never, ever, let
"ought to be"
stand in your way.

Elegy for Absolutes
"I am my own muse. I am the subject I know best."
- Frida Kahlo
Dreaming is waking is dreaming.
I am a small world - my own animal unnamed Adam's twisted tongue.
I once stood as a pillar of salt
curse your transgressing eyes!
and prayed for rain
to melt me back to mother,
but drought showed me her back I had to break
to be a woman
and burn
to be a woman
and bleed the best of me
with every moon.
I suckle my second finger
like a child and do not wince
at the taste of old ore.
Reality rests before my eyescolors of prayers
white washes of skin
greens of my growing.
I have swallowed the common
sight and spit sweeter
visions into these hands,
these little gods. They are tireless
at creation. They give form
to my face.

Madding Moon
I fed my bird the madding moon
hoping that she'd sing in stars.
Now night to night and noon to noon,
she flings herself against the bars
of the cage I built for her by hand.
Its tiny swing that lies of space
and open air hangs limp - she fans
and bloods her wings against the gate.
I dark the bars in hopes she'll sleep may her ruffled flutter silence soon!
Then to hear the singing of the stars,
I served myself the madding moon.

Neither Yours nor Mine
My skin is no longer slave to my bones
since I hollowed out the heart that held you.
Tattoos bloom from my ankles to my eyes.
My fists clench and my knuckles bleed ALONE stigmata scarlet letters from veins blue
as a locust night; text sticky as thighs
left wet, weak, and trembling with MINE script stroked
from shin to sex like a lover's suck bruise.
My lips are deep glossed and spit slick with lies.
My heart beats braille. My teeth are grinding stones
tearing my truthful, traitor tongue in two
to be swallowed, swallowed, swallowed inside.
I am no longer yours, but I'm not mine
in body or soul, in heart or in mind.

Prose Poetry

M.M Adjarian
M. M. Adjarian has published her work in journals such as the
Baltimore Review, Verdad, South 85, The Missing Slate, Serving
House Journal, Pif Magazine, Gravel, Glint, Grub Street, Crack the
Spine and The North Dakota Quarterly. She lives in Austin.

Homecoming
Oceans cover three-quarters of the earth, the scientist says. They breathe:
carbon dioxide in, oxygen out. They cool the earth, hold it in balance. Life
could not exist without them.
But you know they are more than this. For two decades & two years &
never more than a few miles from the Pacific, you grew, tough & wild as
seaweed. The mother who bore you from the wetness of human love held
you at bay like boulders from a broken cliff; & so you hugged the curves of
the California coastline like the only mother you had.
You looked & saw your reflection in that Pacific mirror. You didn’t know
it. How could you? Change seemed slow as geologic time: & you had no
words for how it felt to push your feet into the soft slowness of sand, throw
your body into the frothy white rush of shoreline breakers, feel the shiver in
your nostrils of cool salted iodine. As it was, you barely understood the
dazzling insistence of sunlight on water, or the Zen dance of sanderlings
following the rhythms of moon & tide to search for food.
So what do you tell the scientist when you speak of returning to an ocean
from the Texas prairie, its only memories of the sea Paleozoic fossils in the
ground?
That your blood holds one-third the salts of the ocean. That everything
inside you – your brain heart lungs muscles & the even salted calcium of
your bones – contains water. And that homecoming to an ocean you took in
with your first breath is the joy of matter meeting itself, the joy of cells in
your sea-stunned body leaping forward to embrace the infinity that made
them.

M Nance
M Nance is a teacher and hypnotherapist in training. He works in
response late 19th and early 20th century science fiction. He can often
be found rambling Kentish hills with an old dog, camera in one hand
flask of whiskey in the other. His photography can be found on
Instagram @anotehrbloodyinstaphotographer

Dental Repairs
Walking along the road a curious and rather singular sign briefly caught my
attention. The offending inanimate purveyor of information in question displayed a brief message, reading simply 'Death Repairs'. It strikes me that
there are three possible explanations for such a fantastical advertisement.
Firstly, it is perhaps possible that the service carried out therein was one in
which the state of death could be repaired. A backstreet surgeon perhaps?
Yet, the inference of such a claim would seem to suggest that even advanced
states of death could be repaired. It would therefore seem that the first possible explanation is somewhat unlikely. Much to the disappointment of gothic
literature readers and anti-GM crop campaigners alike, mad grave robbing
scientists are something of a dying breed. One of those peculiar echelons of
society that became causalities of inheritance tax and, one shudders, ethics
committees.
Perhaps, therefore, they repaired those whose state of death had been broken or in other words had been found to be displaying those curious and abnormal qualities of nature referred to as 'life'. That is to say offering the service of returning their clients or indeed individuals nominated by their clients to something of a more elemental state of being. Given the rather dark
and seedy appearance of the side ally in which this sign was displayed this
theory seems entirely plausible. Although it does raise small questions such
as "Would the purveyors of such a service openly advertise?” and “If they
did would they choose such a philosophically complex phrase calling on
their clients to question the nature of being?"
Although, of course, it is not entirely out of question that the simplest solution to this problem lies within the musings of Descartes. Our faculties of
senses are clearly not to be trusted, our ocular perception in particular. By
this, of course, I mean to say I may simply have simply misread it. Given
that the rather rapid nature of my perambulation only afforded me briefest
of glimpses at the curio in question this theory is not entirely without
merit... nevertheless it seemed a rather good excuse, dear reader, to waste
several precious seconds of your unnatural state of being. Let us hope that
it’s not repaired too soon.

Katherine Zumpano
Katherine J. Zumpano is a pisces, poet, and college grad. She lives in
Bellingham, WA, with her partner and too many houseplants. You
can read more of her work at katherinejzumpano.com, or follow
her @kjzwrites on Twitter and Instagram.

sea magic

I. imagining
I am aphrodite: born of foam and spit from the sea. gulls cried and waves
crashed at my birth. saltwater flows through my veins, drips from my
tongue. do you know how it feels to belong to something so big? I am not
my own, but there is freedom in that. a daughter of the sea must flow with
the tide, not fight the currents.
II. becoming
dreams are dreams, and dreams are one thing. truth is another. born inland,
thousands of miles from either coast; but it must mean something to be born
in the twelfth house. water is in my blood. I was just a child the first time I
saw the ocean and I have never wanted to be away from it. the sea pulls me
closer and I don’t resist.
III. practicing
my rituals are performed by moonlight. the moon commands the tides; she
commands my magic. I place seashells at my altar. I light blue candles. at
the lighthouse, I meditate. close my eyes and whisper, I am a daughter of the
sea. on those nights, aphrodite visits me in my dreams. she is me / I am her
/ I am not my own.
IV. being
once, my lover told me I was unpredictable. that I pulled her in and threatened to drown her. pisces are mutable, I replied. what must it be like, I wonder, to be so afraid of the thing you love most? but I know the answer.
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